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Work with a single image read from a file:
code/runmode04.hs

import ImagProc
import System.Environment

f = sum8u . grayscale

main = do
filename:_ <- getArgs
img <- channelsFromRGB ‘fmap‘ loadRGB filename
print (f img)

Comments: A Maybe type is used to indicate if there is a new element available in the stream or
if there are no remaining items. We usually work with the data type ‘Channels’ which provides a
few useful image color channels and image formats.
Exercises: Check errors, work with several images taken from the command line.

Work with the list of images in a directory:
code/runmode05.hs

import ImagProc
import ImagProc.Camera
import System.Environment

f = sum8u . grayscale

main = do
folder:_ <- getArgs
imgs <- readFolderIM folder
print (map (f.fst) imgs)

Comments: readFolderIM returns a list of (image, filename).
Exercises: Filter files by name or extension.

Work with the ‘standard source’. Instead of explicitly opening devices, any desired input source
can be specified in the command line, independent of program code, with refers just to the ‘stan-
dard’ input streams. This can be done at low level, with IO functions. As an example, we open the
standard source (first command line URL or first alias in cameras.def), get one frame and apply a
function to it:
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code/runmode00.hs
import Vision.GUI
import ImagProc

f = sum8u . grayscale

main = do
cam <- camera
mbimg <- cam
print (f ‘fmap‘ mbimg)

./runmode00 ../../data/videos/rot4.avi
Just 3.1425134e7

Process the input sequence using the arrow interface. Normally we don’t explicitly extract items
from the ‘Generator’ (IO (Maybe a)). We better apply functions to the whole stream using a more
convenient arrow interface. For example, we apply a function to the list of frames in the input
source:

code/runmode01.hs
import Vision.GUI
import ImagProc

f = sum8u . grayscale

main = do
rs <- runS camera $ arr f
print rs

./runmode01 ’../../data/videos/rot4.avi -frames 10’
[3.1425134e7,3.1350479e7,3.1274583e7,3.1188253e7,3.1112087e7,
3.1390569e7,3.1666352e7,3.1775932e7,3.2730794e7,3.3426811e7]

The same thing as a benchmark (here we sum all elements to get a single result):
code/runmode06.hs

import Vision.GUI
import ImagProc

f = sum8u . grayscale

main = runS camera (arr f) >>= print . sum

time ./runmode06 ’../../data/videos/rot4.avi -frames 100 -benchmark’
3.254120536e9

real 0m1.271s
user 0m0.892s
sys 0m0.088s

Apply a function to the list of frames, watching them on a window:
code/runmode02.hs

import Vision.GUI
import ImagProc

f = sum8u . grayscale
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main = do
prepare
rs <- runNT camera $ observe "Image" rgb >>> arr f
print rs

Inside the GUI, the user can exit the program with ESC (in this case no output will be printed),
or ”terminate” the observed stream with CTRL-ESC, allowing the program to continue normally.

runNT means run ‘non-threaded’. This is needed for some programs using the GPU, and also
has the effect that all frames will be displayed. Normally we prefer a threaded GUI:

code/runmode03.hs
import Vision.GUI
import ImagProc

f = sum8u . grayscale

main = runT camera (observe "Image" rgb >>> arr f) >>= print

All frames are processed but some of them can be skipped for display.

A simple video player. The most common operation mode is threaded with results discarded,
because they are typically shown in the GUI. This has a convenient programming shortcut to just
supply the process/monitorization pipeline:

code/play.hs
import Vision.GUI (observe, run)
import ImagProc (rgb)

main = run (observe "image" rgb)

We can test this player with different image sources selected in the command line. The default
source is the first entry in the file ‘cameras.def’, typically uvc0, the first webcam available in the
computer:

./play

The second webcam:

./play uvc1

Local video:

./play ../../data/videos/rcube.avi

Local video, running in a continuous loop:

./play ’../../data/videos/rcube.avi -loop 0’

Any mplayer option can be given inside single quotes. For example we take only the first 18
frames as fast as possible:

./play ’../../data/videos/rcube.avi -frames 18 -benchmark’

A remote url:
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./play http://dis.um.es/profesores/alberto/material/caos.avi

The images in a directory, loaded lazily (the user must explicitly move forward or backward
by pressing keys in a window):

./play --photos=../../data/images/transi/

The same thing, but using mplayer on a set of images of the same size, and preloaded in
memory (do not use with a big video):

./play --photosmp=../../data/images/transi/

The images in a directory, but without user participation. All images are automatically pro-
cessed:

./play --sphotos=../../data/images/transi/

Several observation windows:
code/play1.hs

import Vision.GUI
import ImagProc

main = run p

p = observe "RGB" rgb >>> arr grayscale >>> observe "inverted" notI

Comments: The observation windows show some features of the processed objects, but the results
are not sent forward.

Arrow syntax:
code/arrows.hs

{-# LANGUAGE Arrows #-}

import Vision.GUI
import ImagProc

main = run $ observe "source" rgb
>>> arr grayscale
>>> p
>>> observe "result" (5.*)

p = proc g -> do
let f = float g
x <- observe "x" id -< f
s <- (observe "s" id <<< arr (gaussS 5)) -< f
observe "inverted" notI -< g
returnA -< x |-| s

The pipeline supplied to ‘run’ has the following structure:
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The process “p” can be described by the following diagram:

Apply a list function to the whole input sequence:
code/grid.hs

import Vision.GUI
import ImagProc
import Util.Misc(splitEvery)
import Data.List(tails)

grid n = map (blockImage . splitEvery n . take (n*n)) . tails

main = run $ arr (resize (Size 96 120) . rgb)
>>> arrL (grid 5)
>>> observe "grid" id

Capture options: --live and --chan.

Alternative display functions selected with the mouse wheel:
code/smon.hs

import Vision.GUI
import Contours.Base
import ImagProc

main = run $ sMonitor "result" f

f roi x = [ msg "grayscale" [ Draw g ]
, msg "gaussian filter " [ Draw smooth ]
, msg "canny edges" [ Draw (notI edges) ] ]

where
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img = rgb x
g = setRegion roi (grayscale x)
smooth = gauss Mask5x5 . float $ g
edges = canny (0.1,0.3) . gradients $ smooth

msg s t = Draw [ Draw img, Draw t , color yellow $ text (Point 0.9 0.65) s ]
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